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ABSTRACT 
For any orbifold M, we explicitly construct a simplicial complex S(M) from a given triangulation 
of the ‘coarse’ underlying space together with the local isotropy groups of M. We prove that, for any 
local system on M, this complex S(M) has the same cohomology as M. The use of S(M) in explicit 
calculations is illustrated in the example of the ‘teardrop’ orbifold. 
INTRODUCTION 
Orbifolds or V-manifolds were first introduced by Satake [9], and arise natu- 
rally in many ways. For example, the orbit space of any proper action by a 
(discrete) group on a manifold has the structure of an orbifold; this applies in 
particular to moduli spaces. Furthermore, the orbit space of any almost free 
action by a compact Lie group has the structure of an orbifold, as does the leaf 
space of any foliation with compact leaves and finite holonomy. Examples of 
orbifolds are discussed in [3,9, 1 l] and many others. 
For an orbifold M, one can define in a natural way a cohomology theory 
with coefficients in any local system on M. This cohomology is not an invariant 
of the underlying (‘coarse’) space, but of the finer orbifold structure. If the 
orbifold is given as the orbit space X/G of a group action as above, this coho- 
mology is the equivariant sheaf cohomology of the group action. It agrees with 
the (ordinary) cohomology of the Bore1 construction EG x G X. 
This cohomology is the most natural one for orbifolds. It fits in well with the 
notion of fundamental group described in [ll], by the familiar ‘Hurewicz for- 
mula’ H’(M, A) = Hom(7ri (M), A) (where A is any abelian group). 
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The purpose of this paper is to give a simplicial description of these coho- 
mology groups, suitable for calculations. More precisely, using triangulations 
of singular spaces [4], we will associate to any orbifold M, presented by an 
orbifold atlas as in [9], a simplicial set S(M). The construction of S(M) uses 
the simplices in a triangulation of the coarse underlying space A4 of M, as well 
as all the local isotropy groups. The construction will have the following prop- 
erty. 
Theorem. For any local system of coeficients A on the orb&old M, there is a 
canonically associated local system A on the simplicial set S(M), for which there 
isa naturalisomorphism H*(M, A) E H*(S(M), A). 
After reviewing some preliminary definitions, we will present our construction 
in Section 2 of this paper. The proof of the theorem will be based on the fact that 
the simplicial set S(M) associated to an orbifold M is also closely related to the 
representation of M by a groupoid G(M) suggested in [5]. In fact, our proof 
shows that S(M) has the same homotopy type as the classifying space of G(M). 
Before giving the proof in Section 4, we will present an example of calcula- 
tions based on the simplicial construction for the ‘teardrop’ orbifold. We be- 
lieve that much more work can be done in this direction. In fact, the explicit 
description of the simplicial set in terms of an atlas for the orbifold, and the 
resulting description of the cohomology groups by generators and relations, 
makes it suitable for computer assisted calculations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Basic definitions 
In this section we briefly review the basic definitions concerning orbifolds, or 
V-manifolds in the terminology of Satake (see [9, 10, 111). Let M be a para- 
compact Hausdorff space. An orbifold chart on A4 is given by a connected open 
subset 0 C R” for some integer n 2 0, a finite group G of C”-automorphisms 
ofo,andamapcp: 0 + M, such that cp is G-invariant (cp o g = cp for all g E G) 
and induces a homeomorphism of o/G onto the open subset U = cp(t$ & M. 
An embedding X : (0, G, ‘p) Q (v, H, T+!J) between two such charts is a smooth 
embedding X : l? L) v with $ o X = cp. An orbifold atlas on M is a family 
U = { (0, G, cp)} of such charts, which cover M and are locally compatible in the 
following sense: given any two charts (I!?, G, ‘p) for U = ~(0) 2 M and 
( p’, H, $) for V = $(v) 5 M, and a point x E U rl V, there exists an open 
neighborhood W L U rl V of x and a chart (I@, K, x) for W such that there are 
embeddings (@‘, K, x) c--f (0, G, ‘p) and (#“, K, x) -+ (v, H, $). Two such at- 
lases are said to be equivalent if they have a common refinement (where an atlas 
U is said to refine V if for every chart in U there exists an embedding into some 
chart of V). An orbifold (of dimension n) is such a space M with an equivalence 
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class of atlases U. We will generally write M = (M,U) for the orbifold M rep- 
resented by the space M and a chosen atlas U. 
Remarks 1.1.1. (i) It has been established that for two embeddings X, p : 
(&Gcp) Z (&JO+4 b e ween t charts, there exists a unique h E H such that 
p = h o X. In particular, since each g E G can be viewed as an embedding of 
(0, G, ‘p) into itself, there exists for the two embeddings X and X o g a unique 
h E H with X o g = h o X. This h will be denoted by X(g). In this way, every em- 
bedding X also induces an injective group homomorphism, (again denoted) 
X : G + H, with defining equation 
X(g . 2) = A(g)X(X) (X E 0). 
Furthermore, if h E H is such that X(o) n h. X(o) # 0, then h belongs to the 
image of this group homomorphism X : G --+ H, and hence X(o) = h. X(o). 
(This is proved in [9] for the codimension 2 case, and in [7] for the general case.) 
(ii) By the differentiable slice theorem for smooth group actions [6], any 
orbifold of dimension n has an atlas consisting of ‘linear’ charts, i.e. charts of 
the form (0, G) where G is a finite group of linear transformations and 0 is an 
open ball in R”. 
(iii) If (0, G, ‘p) and (v, H, $) are two charts for the same orbifold structure 
on M, and 0 is simply connected, then there exists an embedding (0, G, ‘p) it 
(v, H, $J) whenever U C V, i.e. when ~(0) C $_J( v’) (see [lo], footnote 2). 
In this paper we will take all charts to be simply connected. 
(iv) If (0, G, cp) is a chart, and Vis a connected (and simply connected) open 
subset of U 2 M, then V inherits a chart structure from U in the following 
way: let v be a connected component of cp-’ (V) 5 i?, and let H = 
{gEGIg.v=v}.Then(v,H, I-) cp V is a chart, which embeds into (0, G, cp), 
and hence defines the same orbifold structure on points in K 
Examples 1.1.2. We list some well-known examples, see e.g. [5,7, 113. 
(i) If a discrete group r acts smoothly and properly on a manifold N (i.e. 
r x N -+ N x N is proper), the orbit space A4 = N/r has a natural orbifold 
structure. Examples are weighted projective space and moduli spaces. 
(ii) If a compact Lie group L acts smoothly on a manifold N and the iso- 
tropy group L, at each point x E N is finite and acts faithfully on a slice S, 
through x, then the orbit space N/L has a natural orbifold structure. Moreover 
any orbifold can be represented this way. 
(iii) If N is a manifold equipped with a foliation F of codimension n, with the 
property that each leaf is compact and the holonomy group at each point is fi- 
nite, then the space of leaves N/F has the natural structure of an n-dimensional 
orbifold. Again, any orbifold can be represented in this way. 
1.2. Triangulation of orbifolds 
Let M = (M,U) be an orbifold of dimension n. For each point x E M, one can 
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choose a linear chart (6, G, ‘p) around x, with G a finite subgroup of the linear 
group Gl(n,R). Let X f 0 be a point with p(X) =x, and G, = 
{g E G 1 g. 2 = X} the isotropy subgroup at 2. Up to conjugation, G, is a well 
defined subgroup of GI(n, R). The space M thus carries a well-known natural 
stratification, whose strata are the connected components of the sets 
SH = {x E M) (6) = (WI, 
where H is any finite subgroup of Gl(n, W) and (H) is its conjugacy class. It is 
also well-known ([12,4]) that there exists a triangulation 7 of M subordinate to 
this stratification (i.e. the closures of the strata lie on subcomplexes of the 
triangulation 7). By repiacing 7 by a stellar subdivision, one can assume that 
the cover of closed simplices in 7 refines the cover of A4 induced by the atlas U. 
For a simplex in such a triangulation, the isotropy groups of all interior points 
of u are the same, and are subgroups of the isotropy groups of the boundary 
points. By taking a further subdivision of 7, we may in fact assume that there is 
one face u’ c u such that the isotropy is constant on u - ~9, and possibly larger 
on 0’. In particular, any simplex u will then have a vertex v E u with maximal 
isotropy, i.e. G, c G, for all x E u. We call such a triangulation adapted to U. 
For reference we state: 
Proposition 1.2.1. For any paracompact Hausdor- space A4 and any orbifold 
atlas Ufor M there exists an adapted triangulation lfor M = (M,U). 
Let (r be a (closed) n-simplex in such a triangulation, which is contained in the 
image U 2 M of some chart (0, G, ‘p) in the atlas U. (In this paper we will take 
all simplices to be closed.) The next lemma describes how to lift u to a simplex 
6 in 0 by choosing a connected component of the inverse image ‘p -’ ($) of the 
interior. 
Lemma 1.2.2. For every connected component S of the inverse image ‘p-‘(g) of 
the interior of a, the map cp restricts to a homeomorphism on the closure 
&:S -J% a; in particular the triangulation of u lifts to a triangulation of 3. 
Proof. As is well-known (see e.g. [12, Lemma l]), the map ‘p : 0 ---f o/G = U 
restricts to a covering projection on each stratum. In particular, since the iso- 
tropy is constant on the interior c$, we find that ‘p-l (g) = u Si is a disjoint sum 
of open simplices Si with 40 : Si + CT. Let S be one of these Si. By continuity, ‘p 
maps S to u. This restriction is also surjective, because u s U and the action of 
G on 0 is continuous. Since 7 is subordinate to the stratification, the isotropy 
groups of the boundary points of u contain the isotropy group of the interior 
points, and therefore ‘p has to be one-one on s. Since ‘p is also open (as quotient 
map), it follows that ‘p 1s : s 2i u. 0 
By taking further stellar subdivisions of 7, we may assume that for every sim- 
plex (T of 7, the closure of the open star 
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is contained in the image U of a chart (0, G, ‘p) of the atlas U. We will call a 
triangulation of M with these properties a good triangulation for M = (M, U). 
Proposition 1.2.3. For any orbifold Mand any orbifold atlas U there exists a good 
triangulation 7 for M = (M, 24). 
Consider such a good triangulation. Let x be a point of M, let cr(x) be the 
smallest simplex containing x, and consider the open star neighborhood C, = 
St(a(x)). Let (0, G, ‘p) be a chart in the atlas U for which St(a(x)) c U = cp(i?). 
For later purposes, it is useful to describe how St(a(x)) lifts to a triangulation 
in V. 
Lemma 1.2.4. The closed star St(a(x)) lifts to a triangulation ‘R of 
with the property that every connected component of cp -’ (St(a(x))) contains pre- 
cisely one lifting X of x, and these components are open star neighborhoods C.? = 
St(a(Z)) for the triangulation R: 
Proof. According to Lemma 1.2.2, for every n-simplex r E St(a(x)) and every 
connected component of ‘p -l (T) there is precisely one lifting ? of r containing 
that connected component. Since we could lift the whole triangulation of T to 
?, we get together with ? also all its boundary simplices. Let R be the set of all 
those liftings (for all n-simplices in St(g(x)) and their boundaries). It is clear 
that they cover cp-‘(St(a(x))). R emark that for every simplex p E R, cp 1 p be- 
comes a homeomorphism onto a simplex in St(g(x)). Let pi, p2 E R be two 
simplices with pi n p2 # 0. Then (p(pi flp2) z cp(pi) n C&Q). This last intersec- 
tion is a simplex in 7, which we will denote by r. Let 
?i 1: Cp -‘b&d n CP(PZ)) n pi 
be the two liftings of r in the p;. (Note that pi n p2 = IT1 n 72.) There exists an 
element g E G such that g. 71 = ?2. This element g is in the isotropy group of 
‘p(pi n p2), but not in the isotropy group of the rest of 7. Since 7 is subordinate 
to the stratification induced by the isotropy groups, it follows that (p(pi n p2) is 
a subsimplex of 7, and therefore a subsimplex of cp(pi). We know already that 
cp I Pl : PI -s cp(p,), so p1 n p2 = cp-‘(&I, n p2)) n p1 is a simplex in R. 
Now consider two liftings X and g. X of x in 0, and their open star neigh- 
borhoods C, and C,.i. Suppose & n C,., # 0, and let y be a point in this in- 
tersection. Thus y E t where X E r and g .1 E r. But cp : .!? --+ U is one-one on r, 
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as shown in Lemma 1.2.2. So X = g . i and & = C,.f. This proves the 
lemma. q 
Corollary 1.2.5. Let M = (M,U) be any orbifold with atlas U. There exists an 





V refines U; 
For every chart ( p’, H, +) in V, both v and Vare contractible; 
The intersection offinitely many charts in V is either empty or again a chart 
Proof. For a good triangulation 7 of (M,U) as above, consider a simplex 0. 
The open star V = St(c) is contained in U for some chart (0, G, ‘p) in U. Let x 
be a point in the interior of g, so that V = C,. Choose a lifting X of x in 0. Then, 
by Lemma 1.2.4 and Remark 1.1.1 (iv), the map ‘p : Cut + C, is part of a chart 
for M. The collection of all these charts for open stars V = St(a) is the required 
atlas V. 0 
Following the terminology of [2, page 421, we call a cover V of M by charts as in 
Corollary 1.2.5 a good cover of the orbifold M. 
1.3. Sheaf cohomology 
Let M = (M,U) be an orbifold. Recall ([7]) that a sheaf on M is given by the 
following data: 
(i) For each chart (0, G, ‘p) in U an (ordinary) sheaf of abelian groups Au 
on 0; 
(ii) For each embedding 
A: (&G,P) + @JW) 
an isomorphism 
A(X) : Ai, 2i x*(A,). 
These isomorphisms are required to be functorial in X; i.e. if 
CL: (&Vi4 -+ (*,Kx) 
is another embedding, then the following square commutes: 
AN 
A- - xf(Ap) u 
where ‘=’ denotes the canonical isomorphism; 
(iii) It follows that each Ai, is a G-equivariant sheaf on 0, see [7]. 
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With the obvious notion of morphisms between sheaves, these sheaves form an 
abelian category Ah(M) with enough injectives. 
Referring to the examples in Section 1.1, we remark that if the orbifold is 
defined from the action of a compact Lie group L on a manifold N, then this 
category is (equivalent o) the category of L-equivariant sheaves on N. And if 
the orbifold is defined from a suitable foliation F on a manifold N, it is 
(equivalent o) the category of holonomy-invariant sheaves on N. 
For a sheaf A as above, a global section s of A is by definition a system of 
sections su E r(o, Ao), one for each chart i?, and compatible in the sense that 
for each embedding X : fi + v’, the identity d(X)(so) = X*(s,) holds. The 
group of all these global sections is denoted r(M,d). This defines a functor 
r : Ah(M) + Ab, into the category of abelian groups, which is left exact and 
preserves injectives. For an abelian sheaf A, one defines 
H”(M, d)=(R"T)(d). 
This definition of the sheaf cohomology of M is just a special case of the co- 
homology of a topos [ 11, and hence it satisfies all the standard functoriality and 
invariance properties. By way of example, we mention some of these proper- 
ties: 
1.3.1. Standard properties. (i) Any strong map between orbifoldsf : N -+ M 
as in [7] induces an exact functor f” : Ah(M) + Ah(N), and an induced 
homomorphismf* : H”(M,d) -+ H”(N,f*d). 
(ii) There is also an (adjoint) functor f* : Ah(N) + Ah(M) and a corre- 
sponding (‘Leray’) spectral sequence 
E;9q = HP(M, Rqf*(Z3)) =s- W’+‘I(N, B) 
see [l, Expose V, Section 51. 
(iii) There are adjoint functors 
r* : Ah(M) % Ah(M) : T*, 
where Ah(M) is the category of abelian sheaves on the underlying space M. 
There is a corresponding Leray spectral sequence 
E;,q = HP(M,R%,(d)) =+ HP+q(M,d), 
where for a point x E M, the stalk R%r*(d)x is Hq(G,,dt). (Here di is the 
stalk of do at any lifting 2 E 0 of x for some chart (0, G, cp), and the stabilizer 
G, acts on dt since do is G-equivariant. 
(iv) (Mayer-Vietoris) If M = U U V is a union of two open sets, the orbifold 




(v) Define a presheaf tiq(d) on the underlying space 44, by 
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Nq(d)(U)= Hq(M 1 U, Al U). 
For any open cover V of M, there is a spectral sequence 
E;’ = kP(U,Xq(d)) + HP+q(M, d) 
with as E,P’q-term the tech cohomology of this cover V with coefficients in this 
presheaf ‘FtP(d); see [l, Expose V, Section 31. 
(iv) We single out a special case of this last property (v). A sheaf on M is said 
to be ZocalZy constant if each of the (ordinary) sheaves do is locally constant. 
Now suppose V is a ‘good’ atlas for M, as in Corollary 1.2.5, and let A be any 
locally constant sheaf. For any chart (v, H, $J) in V, the restriction dv is a 
constant sheaf on a contractible space v’, and Hq(M 1 V, A 1 V) is the 
Gv-equivariant cohomology of the space v with coefficients in that constant 
sheaf, which is the same as the cohomology of the group Gv with coefficients in 
the Gv-module Av = r( v, A,). Thus, for a locally constant sheaf A and a good 
cover V, the spectral sequence takes the form 
Eip(V, V++ Hq(Gv, Av)) + HP+q(M, A). 
2. SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES FOR ORBIFOLDS 
Our purpose in this section is to describe explicitly for any orbifold M = 
(M, U) a simplicial set S, with the property that any locally constant sheaf A on 
M induces a local system of coefficients A on S for which there is a natural 
isomorphism 
H*(M,d) r H*(S,A), 
see Theorem 2.1.1 below. 
2.1. The simplicial set 
Let us fix an n-dimensional orbifold M with underlying space M and (chosen) 
atlas U; let us also fix a triangulation 7 of M, and write SO for the set of n-sim- 
plices. We assume that the triangulation is adapted to U, as described in Section 
1.2. Recall that this means that 7 has the following properties: 
(i) For each n-simplex (T E SO there is a chart (fig, G,, cpg), such that D C U,; 
(ii) For each simplex r there is a face 7’ C r such that the isotropy is con- 
stant on 7 - 7’; in particular every simplex has a vertex U(T) with maximal 
isotropy. 
We assume that a choice of charts fi,, and vertices w(r) as in (i) and (ii) above 
has been made. (Note that we do not require the stronger property of being 
‘good’ for the triangulation, because in some examples that would force us to 
construct a simplicial complex which is bigger than necessary, and hence less 
suitable for calculations.) 
We now construct the simplicial set S = S(7) with the same cohomology as 
M. The description of Swill use various choices, besides the charts 0, and the 
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vertices U(T) already mentioned. First of all, choose for each simplex c E SO a 
lifting 6 as in Lemma 1.2.2, mapped homeomorphically to (T c U, by cpo :
U, + U,,. Next, fix for each vertex w of 7 a neighborhood U, of v and a chart 
(o,,, G,,, cpv) over U,, so small that U, 2 U, whenever v E 5 E SO. Also fix a 
lifting V E ‘p,‘(v), and an embedding X,,, : oi, it i?, with X,,,(C) E 6. 
We will not require these U, to belong to the original atlas 2.4. In fact, they can 
be chosen so small that G, is also the isotropy group of ‘u in the chart 
(a,,, G,, cpV), so that the notation is unambiguous; in this case the lifting V is 
unique. 
Let 50,51 E SO be two simplices of maximal dimension n, and assume 
50 pi 51 # 0. Below, in Section 2.2, we will construct for any two simplices 7 and 
p with 
(1) 7CpC5on5l 
an injective map 
(2) PT,P.OO,U, : G,,(,) + %d 
where G,(,) and G,(,) are the structure groups of the charts aUCTj and o,(,) as 
chosen above. We will write ,LL or pL7,P if the (other) subscripts are clear from the 
context. (We remark that the simplices 50 and 51 will play a role in the defini- 
tion of p even though they are not explicit in the notation for its domain and 
codomain.) This map p is not a homomorphism in general; it will map G,(,) to 
a coset of the subgroup G,, = {g E G,(,) 1 g . x = x for all x E T’} for a suitable 
connected component of the inverse image ‘p$, (F). However the construction 
will have the following multiplicative property: if 
then, for hl, h2 E G,,(,), 
(3) PQ.U, @l) . PDO,c7, V2) = Pao,a, (hh2). 
Moreover, if T = p and 50 = 51 then p : G,(,) + G,(,) is the identity. 
With these choices made, the simplicial set S = S(I) can be described. As 
already defined above, 
SO = (5 ) 5 is an n-simplex of I}. 
Furthermore, for k > 1, 




5()+-51 + . . c5k. 
So IYO,. . ,5k in (4) are n-simplices, and gl,. . . ,gk E G,(,) where V(T) is the 
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chosen vertex with maximal isotropy on r = a0 n.. . n ok. The degeneracy 
mapsq: Sk_, + &(i=o,... , k - 1) are defined in the usual way, 
Si(C7soC . . * ‘k’ u&l) = (go+!! . . . gi lai . . . gc’ ck_1). 
Thefacemapsdj:SkjSk_l(j=O,... , k) are defined by means of the maps p 
in (2), as 
dj(co& . . . &+Z 
( 
&?2) t&k) or C U2t ... C C,k, (j =O) 
PL(gl) P(gjg,+l) 
cot- . ..aj_1 t aj+l' .. -Ok, (O<j<k) 
f&I) UI t Ilk-0 uk_, ‘.‘< > (j = k), 
where the p’s carry the following subscripts. Write r = U,J n . . . fl Uk and p = 
us fl . . .6j f’ . . fl ok. Then 
fit&) = ktPt~,-IrOjkY) 
and 
Pkjgj+l) = ~~,p,~,_I,o,+I(gjgj+l) 
= cL~,P,~,-I~~j(gj)cL~,P,~j,~j++I(g,+I), 
the latter by (3). The simplicial identities now follow easily. 
Before we define these maps CL, we state the theorem. Let A be a locally con- 
stant sheaf on M. This sheaf induces in a natural way a local system of coeffi- 
cients A on the simplicial set S., with, for any u E SO, 
A, = r( a, AoO). 
To describe the twisting, observe that, since A is locally constant, ,4e0 is con- 
stant on 6. So for any vertex 6 E 6 there is a canonical isomorphism from the 
stalk at @‘, 
Modulo these isomorphisms, the twisting by an element (a0 & ul) E S1 is now 
defined as the dashed map in the diagram of maps between stalks 
- - - - - - - - - - - +dOn,.vo 
Here w = W(UO n al), so g E G,. Furthermore, Xi = A,,,+ : 0, + Go, is the cho- 
sen embedding (i = 0, l), with the property that Vi = X(V) E 6i. Finally, gin the 
diagram denotes the left action by g E Gc (cf. condition (iii) in the description 
of sheaves in Section 1.3). 
Theorem 2.1.1. For any triangulated orbifold M with associated simplicial set S 
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as above, and for any locally constant sheaf A on M, there is a natural isomor- 
phism 
H*(M, A) 2 H*(S,A). 
We will now first define the maps p involved in the definition of S. The proof of 
the theorem will be given in Section 4.3. 
2.2. Construction of p 
Fix aa, E SO and T C p c 00 n ~1 as in (1). Write w = u(r) and w = v(p) for 
the corresponding vertices with maximal isotropy on r and p, respectively. We 
will construct 
(5) ,LL : G, 4 G,. 
Let 0 be the l-simplex joining v and w in p. Then the isotropy group of any in- 
terior point of 0 agrees with that of U, while that of w is possibly larger, w being 
maximal on 8. Recall that we have already chosen 
Xi = X,,,v Z Uu + UC,, X,(G) f oi, 
Xi = .A . o,z + U,,) o,,w . Xi(W) E 5i. 
First consider the special case that there is a chart (F@‘, H, $I) for a neighbor- 
hood W 2 6, for which U,, U, c W and W G U,, n U,,. (Such a chart exists, 
for example, when one starts with a ‘good’ atlas U as in Section 1.2, in which 
case one can take W = Ug,, n U,,.) Choose an embedding 
_ I 
70 : w --+ f-J,, 
with -yo(@ U? 50 # 0. Let e = yo’( 60 n ‘piol (0)) C 6’ be a lifting of 0, and 
choose the other embedding 
yr : w + if&, 
such that yt (6) C 61. Also choose embeddings 
&A Q4JQw 
with o(6), /3(G) E 8. 
Now observe that, since yso and X0 both map 6 into 50, one has TO(Y(~) = 
x0(6), and hence there is a go E G, such that ~oyocr = &go (cf. Section 1.1, 
Remark (i)). Similarly, we find gl E G, and ho, hl E G,, such that 
^/io = X;g;, ri,O = Xihi, (i = 0,l). 
We claim that for any k E G, there is a (unique) m E G,” such that 
(6) o(g;‘kgr) = P(h;‘mhl). 
To see this, recall first that H denotes the group of the chart I&‘, and consider 
c = a(g(+gl). 
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Note that [fixes a(c) E I% Since the isotropy along o(e) does not decrease from 
Q(C), it follows that e fixes 6, and hence also the point p(W). Thus e = P(P) for 
some e’ E G,. Now let 
Then Ly(gglkgt) = P(h;‘mhl), as required for (6). 
We now define p in (5) by 
(7) p(k) = m. 
It can be shown that this definition is independent of the choices made above 
(of w, a, P). 
This defines /-L in the special case, where the l-simplex 8 is contained in a 
chart I$’ with UoO n U,, > W 2 U,, U,. In the general case, choose a subdivi- 
sion of 8 into smaller I-simplices, with vertices 
U=Xo,X1,“‘,x, = w. 
Choose charts 
r;lz,=ux,,ux,,...,~~“=~~~, 
liftings .?i E OX,, , and embeddings 
,Ax,.i : Ux, + lYoI,, (i = 0, 1;j = 0,. . ’ ,n), 
with X,,i(Xj) E ai, and coinciding with the embeddings already chosen for j = 
0, n. Furthermore, choose this subdivision of 6’ sufficiently fine, and these charts 
oXi sufficiently small, so that each l-simplex between xi and xi+ 1 is contained in 
a chart Wi > U,, , Uxi+, , as in Figure 1. Now define pk : G,, + Gxk+, exactly as 
Figure 1. A subdivision of 0 with n = 3. 
the maps p : G, + G, defined in (7) above, for k = 0,. . . , n - I, and let 
p : G, = G,, + G,” = G, 
be the composition 
p=/&-i O”‘O/Li opo. 
It can be shown that this definition of p is again independent of the various 
choices. In particular, for a finer subdivision of 13 and a refinement of the system 
of open sets Wj and U,, one obtains the same map CL. We omit the details. 
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3. EXAMPLE: THE TEARDROP ORBIFOLD 
In this section we will apply the construction of the simplicial set S from the 
previous sections to the teardrop orbifold (as described in [l I]), and calculate 
its cohomology groups. As before A denotes a locally constant sheaf of coeffi- 
cients on the orbifold considered, and A denotes the induced local system of 
coefficients on S. 
3.1. The triangulation 
The quotient space of the teardrop orbifold is the 2-sphere with one cone point 
of order n. A chart around the cone point consists of an open disk 0 in lF4 2with 
structure group C,, (the finite cyclic group of order n), which acts on 0 by rota- 
tions. We will denote this orbifold by Tear-n. Figure 2 shows a picture of the 
quotient space and a triangulation of this 
d(f) 
Figure 2. The quotient space of the teardrop orbifold with a triangulation. 
orbifold. The simplices a(a), a(b), a(d), and g(e) are on the front and the 
simplices a(c) and c(f) are on the back of the teardrop. Moreover, t = a(abde), 
IA = a(bcef), w = o(acdf) and w = a(&~), where a(&. . . in) = a(io) n . . . n 
a(b). 
The atlas we use for this orbifold consists of eight charts: an open disk L with 
a trivial structure group to cover the lower half of the quotient space, and an 
open disk fi with structure group C,, (acting by rotations) to cover the upper 
half, and six charts to cover the equator in order to satisfy the compatibility 
condition for atlases. Note that the triangulation is adapted to this atlas. Figure 
3 shows the liftings (in the charts) of the l- and 2-simplices in the triangulation, 
as needed for the construction of the simplicial representation for this orbifold, 
for the case that n = 3. The simplices ~(a), a(b), and cr(c) are subsets of U; their 
liftings, denoted by a(-), are shown in the left hand chart 0, Similarly the 
liftings of a(d), O(e), and a(f) are shown in the right-hand chart ,?. So 
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Figure 3. Chosen liftings for the simplices of Figure 2, when n = 3. 
3.2. The p-maps 
Using these liftings we define the maps 
~u(iik),o(ij),a(i),o(i) . G,(o(ijq + G(o(ij)) 
for every pair O(Z) and CT(~) for which the intersection is a l-simplex g(ij) and 
a(ijk) is a vertex with the same isotropy group as the interior of I. Note that 
Gv(o(ijk)) (where 4% g(j) and a(k) are three different simplices) is trivial except 
for G, = Gv(+bc)) = C,. So the only possibly non-trivial p-maps are those with 
codomain G, = G++b)) = G+(bc)j = G,t,(,,)). In order to COnStrUCt 
ka(ab),o(a),o(b) . . G, + Gv(a(ab)) = G> 
note that 8, as used in Section 2.2, is ~(a) f~ a(b). We choose 6’ = 0 and 
e = a(a) i-l f?(b), so both yo and y 1, as used in Section 2.2, are the identity map. 
Moreover, we choose 
(8) &(o),, = h(b),w 
(notation as in Section 2.1), whereas X,t,),, and &(b),$ have tp be the same, be- 
cause the liftings oft in c?(a) and ii(b) are the same point in U. And it is obvious 
that 
k+b),a(a),o(b) ( 1G,) = k,(o(ob)j~ 
Also (by the multiplicative property (3) of ,u), 
k+b),+),+) (lo,) = k,,,,,,, . 
For similar reasons, when we choose 
(9) &(b),w = $-),w 
we find that both maps 
P : G -+ Gv(o(bc)) 
are described by 
P( 1 G, f = 1 G,,(‘+)) 
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The only non-trivial p-maps are P~,~(~~),~(++), and P~,~(~~),+)~(~) from G, into 
G+,c,,~J = G,. With the notation of Section 2, 13 = a(ac) and we choose 
W = U, = 0, = if? with 6 = I c C?(Q) as in Figure 3. Moreover, we take 
x m,w - - $,),, = yi = id. 
Then (8) and (9) above induce that A,(,),, = id. It follows from the choice of the 
liftings in Figure 3, that 
YO = A7(c),, =p, 
where p is rotation over 2(n - l)n/n, which generates G,. We conclude that the 
group elements go, gi, and hi are all the identity element, and ho = p, so: 
~,,~(~C,,~(C,,~(~,(l> = P. 
Similarly one can show that: 
~,,,(,c,,,(,,,,(c,(l) = Pn- l. 
(This also follows from the fact that they have to be eachother”s inverses by the 
multiplicative property of p as stated in (3).) 
3.3. The simplicial complex 
With these p-maps the simplicial complex can be described as follows. 
so = {da), db), dc>, 44, de), Q)}, 
Sn = {(~(io...i,),gl,...,g,);gl,...,g, E G,(i,...i,) and a(io...i,) #@}. 
The degeneracy maps si are trivial as described in Section 2.1, and the face 
maps are straightforward compositions on all combinations which do not 
contain neighboring a and c in their o-part, since the p-maps are trivial in these 
cases. For the ac-combinations, we have to use the non-trivial part of the 
p-maps described above. For example, deleting the sigmas from the notation, 
we can describe the face operators on S2 by: 
do(fLc&z) = (c +Gz>, 
dl(f&Az) = (+a), 
d2(f+L&z) = (f&g. 
So for (Y E A,(,), we find that (f A c) . ((c La) . a) = (f +!- a) . a. We use 
this in the following calculation, 
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(u&+a= (a 2- c) . ((c 2 u) cl) 
= (u L 6) . ((b A c) ((c L a) . a)) 
= (u L d) . ((d +!- b). ((b Q) . ((f L c) ((c 2 a) . a)))) 
= (a Lf) . ((f L d) . ((d L e) . ((e 2- 6). ((b Cf) 
((f L a) a))))) 
= (a Lf) . ((.f L e) ((e Af) . ((f L a) . ~1)) 
= (u Lf) . ((f L u) cl) 
(This calculation illustrates the effect of the fact that a loop around the singular 
point ~(a(&)) is contractible via the lower half of the teardrop.) 
3.4. The cohomology groups 
We conclude from the above calculation that C, acts trivially on A, and it is not 
difficult to derive that: 
H’(Teur-n;A) = A and H’(Teur-n;d) = 0. 
To find the second cohomology group, we have to do some cocycle-coboundary 
calculations in the local system of coefficients A on the simplicial set S. A co- 
homology class in H* is represented by a cocycle o E Z2(S,A), which we write 
as an A-valued map (Y : S2 + A. Since the second cohomology group of the 
plane is zero, we can choose the representant o in such a way that 
o(a(ijk),gt,gz) = 0 when {i,j,k} n {d,e,f} # 0 and moreover, 
a(a(ucu), pn-‘, p) = 0, o(a(cuc), p, p”- ‘) = 0, a(0(abu), 1,l) = 0, 
o(a(bab), 1,1) = 0, a(cr(bcb), 1,1) = 0, o(a(cbc), 1,1) = 0. 




a(o(caa), 1, p”) cr(a(bbu), pi, 1) a(a(cbb), 1, pi) 
o(+rk’, 1) 
a(dacc), 1, Pi) 
o(+cb)>Pi> 1) forij E (1 2 . . . ,n _ 1). 
a(a(buu), 1, pi) a(a(bbc),p’, 1) ’ ’ ’ 
a(@aa), Pi, 4) 44abc), 111) 
By choosing an appropriate coboundary, one can find an equivalent cocycle 
o’, such that of all the values in (10) above, only cx’(u(uE6c), 1,1) need not be 
zero. Moreover, two cocycles or and (~2 of this form are equivalent iff 
ot (~(ubc), 1,1) = a2(0(ubc), 1,l). We conclude: 
H2( Tear-n; d) = A. 
The higher degree cohomology groups of Tear-n can be calculated using the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the upper and lower half-sphere, denoted by U,, 
and L, form > 2: 
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-0 - H”( Tear-n; d) - EP(C,;A)$O -o- 
We conclude: 
Theorem 3.4.1. The teardrop orbifold Tear-n has the following cohomology 
groups.. 
HOtTear-n;d) = A; 
H’(Tear-n; d) = 0; 
H*(Tear-n;d) = A; 
Hm(Tear-n; d) = Hm(C,; A), for m > 2. 
4. TOPOLOGICAL GROUPOIDS FOR ORBIFOLDS 
Again, we fix an orbifold M with underlying space M and atlas U. Recall from 
Section 1.3 the category Ah(M) of all abelian sheaves on M. In [7, Theorem 
4.11 we proved that this category can be represented as the category of equiv- 
ariant sheaves in various ways. Here we single out one particular such rep- 
resentation. 
4.1. Etale groupoids 
Let G be a topological groupoid. As in lot. cit., we write GO for the space of 
objects and Cl for the space of arrows, while the structure maps are denoted: 
Cl XC,, G1 m + Cl ’ !Go ’ +Gl i ‘Cl, f 
for composition, source, target, units and inverse, respectively. As usual, we 
write 1, for u(x), g-’ for i(g), go h or gh for m(g, h), and g : x -+ y if s(g) = x 
and t(g) = y. The groupoid G is said to be ttaZe if s and t are local homeo- 
morphisms, and proper if (s, t) : Cl + GO x Go is a proper map. 
A G-sheaf is a sheaf A on the space Go, equipped with a continuous (say, 
right) action by Cl. The category of all G-sheaves is denoted Ah(G). We recall 
from [7]: 
Theorem 4.1.1. For any orbifold M there exists a proper and tkle topological 
groupoid G, for which there is a natural equivalence Ah(M) z Ah(G). 
One construction of G from M, suggested in [5] and different from that in [7], is 
the following. Let GO be the space of pairs (X, 0) with X E 0 E U, topologized as 
the disjoint sum of the sets 0 in U. An arrow g : (X,0) + (j, v) is an equiv- 
alence class of triples 
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where Z E K and X(Z) = X, ~(5) = jj. Here p is another chart for M, and X, 1-1 
are embeddings. The equivalence relation is generated by 
for X, 5, p above and v : @’ -+ fi an embedding, with ~(5’) = t. There is a nat- 
ural topology on the set Gi of all these equivalence classes, for which the source 
and target maps s, t : G1 + GO are each &tale and together give a proper map 
Gi -+ Go x Go. (See [8] for details). Note that one can take any chart I&‘, not 
necessarily from the chosen atlas U, to represent an arrow, as it will always be 
equivalent o one represented by a chart in U. (In fact, given a chart I@ around 
cp(i) which is embeddable into 0 and v, every arrow g : (2, 0) 4 (j, v) can be 
represented by a triple involving I&‘.) Given two such arrows g = [A, z”, ,B] : 
(Xl,i?~) + (&,ti2)andh= [A’:Z’,p’]: (i~,l&) + (&,&)whereZ?i 2ti%oz 
and 02 5 @’ d 03, their composition h o g : (XI, 01) + (i&03) can be rep- 
resented as follows: let I@” be a chart with embeddings into both I@ and w’ 
such that y = C+*(Y) is in the image of v’_w,,. (Note that such a chart always 
exist.) Let u : W” + I$’ and u’ : I@” + W’ be embeddings uch that ZJ o v = 
X’ o Y’. Then h o g = [X o v, Y-’ (5) = Y’-’ (.?‘), p’ o Y’]. 
For G constructed in this way, it is not difficult to see that there is an 
equivalence of categories Ah(M) 2: Ah(G). 
If G is any topological groupoid, its nerve Nerve(G) is the simplicial space 
whose n-simplices are strings g’ = (xgF . . $ xn), equipped with the natural 
(fibered product) topology. One writes G, for the space Nerve(G), of these 
n-simplices. If A is any G-sheaf, it induces a sheaf A(“) on G,, with stalk 
“2) = A,“. 
Proposition 4.1.2. Let G be any &tale topologicalgroupoid representing the orb- 
ifold M as in Theorem 41.1. For each abelian sheaf A on M, there is a natural 
spectral sequence 
E2PYq = HPHq(G., A(‘)) + W+q(M,d). 
(Here A corresponds by Theorem 4.1.1 to a G-sheaf A, with induced sheaf A@) 
on GP, so that for fixed q, Hq(G., A(‘)) is a cosimplicial group.) 
Proof. Using the equivalence of Theorem 4.1 .I, this spectral sequence is simply 
a special case of the standard one, 
HJ’W(G.,A*) + HP+q(G,A), 
for Ctale topological groupoids (see [ 1, V, (7.4.0.3)]). For later use, we recall that 
the latter spectral sequence is constructed from the double complex 
r(Gp, Zq@)), where A -+ I0 --+ I ’ + . . . is any injective resolution in Ah(G). 
This induces a resolution ,4(P) --+ I O(P) + Z l(P) --+ I 2(p) + . . of sheaves on GP 
which is again injective. 0 
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4.2. Proper groupoids 
The groupoid G for M in Theorem 4.1.1 is not unique. (However, it is unique up 
to weak, or ‘Morita’ equivalence [7]). For the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, we will 
use the following construction. Let HO L) Go be a closed subspace. Then HO is 
the space of objects of a topological groupoid H, with HI constructed as the 
fibered product 
Hi M GI 
(11) 1 1 
Ho x Ho ---+Go x Go. 
In other words, His the full subgroupoid of G on the space of objects HO C GO. 
(This topological groupoid His in general not ttale). 
Lemma 4.2.1. Assume the closed subspace HO c Go has the property that the 
map: 
SOT~:HOXG~GI -Go, (xEHo,(g:yAx) EG~)H~ 
is a proper surjection. Then the inclusion of groupoids H & G induces an equiv- 
alence of categories Ah(H) N Ah(G). 
Proof. Standard. (See [8] for details). Cl 
Corollary 4.2.2. Let M be an orbifold, let G be an &tale groupoid representing M 
as in Theorem 4.1.1, and let H S G be any subgroupoid as constructed above. Then 
there exists a natural spectral sequence 
Ep4 = HPHq(H., A(‘)IH.) + H”+q(M,d). 
(Here HP & GP = Nerve(G), and AJ’lHp is the restricted sheaf). 
Proof. This is proved in the same way as in Proposition 4.1.2, using that the 
injective sheaves Z(q)p on Gp restrict to soft sheaves on the closed subspace 
HPCGP. 0 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.1.1 
Our purpose in this section is to construct a specific subgroupoid H c G for M 
from a given triangulation. First, observe the following method for construct- 
ing a groupoid H G G as in Lemma 4.2.1. Let F = {Fi}i,l be a locally finite 
cover of M by compact sets, which refines the cover of quotients of charts. For 
each i E I, let fii be a copy of a chart with F; c pu;(Oi). Suppose there are cho- 
sen liftings Fi C Oi, where the quotient map pi : iJi + Vi of the chart maps Fi 
homeomorphically to Fi. Let HO = {(x, Fi)Ix E F;., i E I} be the disjoint sum of 
these sets Fi. Then HO is a closed subset of Go. The induced groupoid H, with HI 
constructed as the fibered product in (1 I), is denoted H(F). 0 
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Lemma 4.3.1. For any locally finite cover .T as above, the map S~Q : Hex c,, 
G1 + Go is a proper surjection, and hence the inclusion H(3) & G induces an 
equivalence Ah(H) N Ah(G) 2 Ah(M). 
Proof. The second statement follows from the first by Lemma 4.2.1. It follows 
immediately from the fact that the I;; cover M that s7r2 : Ho x c, G1 + GO is a 
surjection. To check that s7r2 is also proper, it suffices to prove that each point in 
Go has a neighborhood v over which s7r2 is a proper map sr~l( v) --f v. 
Choose (& o;.) E Go and let p C O’ be a neighborhood of i such that V = 
Pj(V)$M m ee s t only finitely many Fi, say Fi,, . . . , Fi,,. Then sn~‘( v) = 
Ci=t fi, XG,, G1 xc0 v, and it suffices to show that each Fikx G,, 
Gi x G,, v + r is proper. Now (s, t) : G1 + GO x Go is proper (Theorem 4.1.1.), 
hence SO is its pullback (~1, ~3) : Fi, x Go Gl x G,, v --+ Fik x v. Since Fik is 
compact, the map Fi;., XC,, Gi xGO v -+ p iS alSO proper, as required. 0 
Now fix a triangulation 7 adapted to U, so the conditions (i) and (ii) from the 
beginning of Section 2.1 are satisfied. Consider the locally finite cover of M by 
simplices o E 7 of maximal dimension n. Fix for each o a chart U, 2 0 and a 
lifting 6 C fiU as before. Let H(7) & G be the full subgroupoid constructed 
from this cover. Thus H(7), is the disjoint sum of the n-simplices in 7, and 
H(7), is constructed as the pullback. By Lemma 4.3.1, the inclusion H(7) 2 G 
induces an equivalence of categories of sheaves. 
We will show (cf. Propcsition 4.3.3 below), that the space H(7), is also a 
disjoint sum of simplices. To be able to do that, we need a canonical way of 
representing the arrows. We will use a refining atlas and a subdivision of the 
triangulation 7 to achieve this. Let V & U be a good atlas refining U, and let 7’ 
be a subdivision of 7 which is good for V (cf. Section 1.2). Thus, each simplex 
T E 7’ is contained in a contractible chart V, in V. Furthermore, since V is a 
good atlas, these charts V, can be chosen in such a way, that I’,, C V, whenever 
7’ C r. Moreover, we may assume V, C U, whenever the simplex r E 7’ is 
contained in the n-simplex r E 7. We want to choose a lifting ? of r in v, and 
embeddings X,,, : VT + tig for every g E 7 containing T, such that 
A,,,(?) C 6. To obtain the lifting 7, we choose for each T an n-simplex u E 7 
containing r and an embedding X,,, : VT + 0, with the lifting of r in 6 in its 
image. Then let ? = X;J(r 2 a), be the lifting of 7 in VT;. Next, for every other 
n-simplex o E 7 containing T, choose an embedding 
(12) X,,, : v, + 0, with X,,(T) C 6. 
We need some explicit notation for these charts, and denote them by 
(on, G,, cpD : 0, + Ug) and ( v7, HT, $I~ : fT --+ VT). 
Furthermore, we denote by H; C H, the isotropy group of the interior of r (or 
of 7). 
Note that the space of arrows H(7), is the disjoint sum of spaces 
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fW)(a, 01) = {g E G1 (s(g) E 01 C UC, and t(g) E 60 C flgo} 
of arrows from 61 to 60. Consider one of these spaces. 
By assumption on the triangulation 7, there is a family of faces of p = 
go nal, 
(13) p=pkzpk-1 >“‘>pO, 
such that the isotropy is constant on pi - pi_ 1. We may assume that po = w(p) is 
the chosen vertex with maximal isotropy. By working with the liftings 
ci(i = 0,l) and the associated liftings jj’ = jf > &_ L > . . . 2 6; contained in 
cYi, the isotropy subgroups form an increasing family of subgroups of the 
groups G,, 
(14) G;cG;_,c...&G;cG,i, 
where G,!, = G,(,i) is the isotropy group of the lifted vertex j$ of 6;. The filtra- 
tion (13) yields a similar filtration of the space of arrows H(I)(ao, (~1). To see 
this, consider any arrow g : Xl + 520 in H(I)(ao, ut). Then in the underlying 
space M we have xg = xl E p, so xg = x1 is contained in one of the simplices T 
of 7’. It follows that every arrow can be represented in the form 
(15) l&&i+&,, g= [X0 0 ~,~,hl, 
where Xi = A,,., (i = 0,l) are the chosen embeddings in (12), Z E ? C v, is the 
unique point with Xi(Z) = li, and e E Z-I: C H, fixes the interior of 7, i.e. 
e E H;. Let us say that an arrow g represented as in (15) has rank > r (for 
r~{O,...,k})ife~H~where~c:~,. 
For an arrow of rank at least r, the following lemma gives a criterion as to 
whether the rank is strictly larger than r (i.e. whether there exists a simplex r’ 
with e E H;, and F’ c ,&+ I). 
Lemma 4.3.2. Consider the open sets 
& = AZ:’ (p;, , - $) (i = 0,l) 
where P:+,, pr - -i C 8i. An arrow g as in (15) of rank 2-r is of rank > r + 1 if and 
only if there is an open neighborhood W, of 7 in Nt U ? such that for every 
YI E (w, - T), th e image jo = e. j, belongs to GO. 
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Proof. Suppose that g as represented in (15) has rank > r + 1. Let 7’ > r be any 
simplex in 7’ with 7’ C pr+ 1, and consider the following diagram 
where A; = A,,, as above and xi = &,,,I, while u is any embedding mapping the 
chosen lifting 7 C v, into 7’. Furthermore, a~, a’ E H, are group elements such 
that 
(17) Xi 0 0, = Xj 0 V. 
Then by the equivalence relation defining G’, the arrow g = [X0 o e, Z, A’] can 
be represented as 
(18) g = [X0 0 e’, v(Z), X,] e’ = z&‘&z,), 
and e’ E H;, by assumption. Let y E (7’ - r) n U,, f? U,, fl V, C (p,+ 1 - pr) be 
any point, and denote its liftings in ai(i = 0, 1) by yl. Let ji = Ai’ E 
N; c I?,. We claim that 
Indeed, Xiu(a;‘ji) = Ai E Ci, and hence v(u~-’ ji) E ?’ because Xi is cho- 
sen to map ?’ into ei. It then follows first that v(u;’ ja) = ~(a I’ j’), since both 
sides are liftings in ?’ of the same pointy, and next that this point in ?’ is fixed 
by e’ since e’ E H;, Thus e’ . v(u;’ jl) = v(ug’ jo); or, by definition of !’ in (15) 
above, ~(a,’ fjj’) = ~(a;’ PO). Since v is an embedding, we conclude that 
@’ = jo, as claimed. So for every 7’ 1 T with 7’ C P,.+ 1 and every y E 
(7’ - r) n cp,(No) n ++(N’) with l.ft’ 1 mgs ji E iV( we find that C. j1 = jo. There- 
fore 
satisfies the requirements for WT. So we have shown that g satisfies the condi- 
tion formulated in this lemma. 
Now assume that the arrow g is of rank > r and satisfies this condition. Let 
7’ > r be a simplex in pr.+ I. Then its inverse image in $1 has a nonempty in- 
tersection with IV,, so its inverse images in iVi contain pointsji as in the lemma. 
Use diagram (16) again to label all the embeddings and group elements in- 
volved. Then g can again be represented as in (18) and we need to show that t’ 
in that presentation is an element of H;, . Let j+ and j’ be as in the lemma, 
such that j; E $;I(;‘). Then 4.);’ =jo, so @a’). (i;‘(X’(j’))) = v(ug-‘). 
G,Vo(~o))) E & or v(u;‘!a’) . (ilm’(X’(j’))) = &‘(Xo(jo)). However, 
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both x[‘(Xt(jjt)) and x,‘(Xa(jja)) are liftings in ?’ of the same point in M, 
so they have to be the same in ?’ as well. We conclude that !’ = 
++l) E Hx;‘(x,(y,)) = H;, (since the isotropy is constant on the interior of 
a simplex) as required. q 
Now we are ready to prove: 
Proposition 43.3. The space H(7), is (homeomorphic to) a disjoint sum of sim- 
p&es. 
Proof. Let a0 and cl be n-simplices in 7 and suppose that 00 n 01 # 0. As we 
remarked before, it is sufficient o prove that H(l)(cro, 01) consists of a disjoint 
sum of simplices. Let pr be a part of the filtration (13) above. Write 
(19) &.=rt u...ur,, 
where rj are simplices in 7’ of the same dimension as pr. Consider all arrows of 
the form (15), 
tin, k V, ti Uq, J g = [XO,i O E,Z, Xi,;], 
where A,,; = A,,,, , E = 0,l (i = 1, . . . , m) are the chosen embeddings as in (12), 
and g has rank exactly r. For fixed i and !, these arrows form a copy ri(f?) of the 
simplex TV. Moreover, if 6’ = r; n up is a nonempty face not in the boundary of p, 
then this copy ri(e) is glued (along 0) to exactly one copy rij(e’) in the space 
H(‘T)(q,, q), as follows. 
Since 7’ is a good triangulation, there are embeddings Y : ve -+ p,, and V’ : 
vo --) K,f, mapping 6 to 7;: and Tit, respectively. Thus there are a~, at, bo, hl E Ho 
such that 
b,.saj = xj.iY (j = 0, I), 
Xg,,obj = A/,ilv’. 
Let e’ and f?” be such that f? = v(!“) and !’ = v’(bi’u&“a;‘bl). Then r,(e) is 
glued to Tij(fJ’). (Notice that g = [X0,: o Z, Z, Xt.i] has rank exactly r if and only if 
g’ = [&if o C’,?‘, Xt,i’] does. This follows from Lemma 4.3.2, since every pair 
of open neighborhoods of r; and rjr have a non-empty intersection). 
Thus, the subspace of all H(I)( (TO, gt) of all these copies 7,(P) is a covering 
projection of pr, hence a disjoint sum of copies of pr. 
Finally every arrow g E H(7) ( 00, gl) occurs in this way, i.e. is represented in 
the form (15) where ri C pr is one of the simplices in (19) and g has rank exactly 
r. (This follows easily from considerations as in the proof of Lemma 
4.3.2.). 0 
Lemma 43.4. Each space H(7), in the nerve of the groupoid H(7) is u disjoint 
sum of simplices. 
Proof. This is clear from the fact that H(7), and H(7), are sums of simplices, 
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while H(I), is constructed as an iterated fibered product along the source and 
target maps, which are embeddings on every component of H(I), . 0 
Now consider the spectral sequence of Corollary 4.2.2. Let A be any locally 
constant sheaf on M, and let A be the associated H-sheaf. Each sheaf A(p) on 
HP is again locally constant, hence constant on each connected component. So 
in fact A(‘) corresponds to a local system of coefficients on the simplicial set 
q(H(I),), obtained by taking the connected components of the space H(7), 
in the nerve. Since each such connected component is a simplex, the spectral 
sequence of Corollary 4.2.2 collapses, to give the following isomorphism. 
Lemma 43.5. For any locally constant sheaf A on M there is a natural iso- 
morphism 
H”(~o(ff(W, A) = H”(M, 4, 
where A is the local system of coejkients on the simplicial set q(H(‘T),) induced 
by A. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 is now completed by the observation that this sim- 
plicial set is exactly the simplicial set S described in Section 2. 
Lemma 4.3.6. There is a natural isomorphism of simplicial sets 
ro(H(7).) -li S. 
Proof. By definition, 7~(H(7)~) = S 0 in case n = 0. For n > 0 the identity fol- 
lows from the fact that the definition of p is related to the equivalence relation 
on H(I), C GJ in the following way. Let rrg and err be n-simplices as before and 
let v and w be vertices in aa f~ UI, connected by a l-simplex 8, and suppose that 
w = ~(6’). Then [X0,,.,, o g, 6, &,,,,:I and [X,,, o h, iii, X,,,,,,] are in the same con- 
nected component of H(7), if and only if h = p(g). 0 
As said, this completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. 
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